
Final Exam for Real Time Systems

2010 Oct 25, 14-17 (three hours!)
Wang Yi

Important Instructions: This exam contains 20 problems. For each problem, a list of answers are
given, that may be right or wrong. You are asked to mark only the right answers. Unless a
different number of points is stated, each correct choice will give you one point and a wrong choice will
give you one negative point. Note that you should NOT write your solutions.



Problem 1 Real-Time Systems should be

( ) fast

( ) time-sharing

(X) deterministic

(X) predictable

( ) systems with many processors

Problem 2 Assume that a task set is schedulable on a single processor system using Shortest Job First
Scheduling Algorithm. Then the task set is also schedulable using

( ) RMS

( ) Non-Preemptive EDF

(X) EDF

( ) DMS

(X) LST (Least Slack Time First)

Problem 3 Why is it so difficult to predict the timing behaviour of a computer system?

( ) it has too many lines of program code

(X) it has too many shared resources

(X) it is not possible to decide whether a program terminates or not

( ) it has no cache

( ) it does not support direct memory access (DMA)

Problem 4 On CAN bus, you

( ) can not send messages of the same priority from different nodes (comment: if you considered ”can
not” as ”must not”, this should also be a right answer)

(X) may estimate the worst-case transmission delay only if they are sent periodically

( ) must assign the priorities of messages according to the periods of the sending tasks

( ) must send messages with periodic tasks

( ) can send messages with the address of a receiver

Problem 5 We know that the bandwidth is 1Mbps for a CAN bus whose length is 50 meters. What is
the bandwidth for a CAN bus of 100 meters?

( ) 3-4Mbps

( ) 1-2Mbps

(X) 0.2-0.5 Mbps
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Problem 6 In Ada, delay(10) means

(X) delay at least 10 seconds

( ) delay at most 10 seconds

( ) delay exactly 10 seconds

Problem 7 (a right choice gives 2 points. A wrong choice gives -2 points)

Assume a set of independent periodic tasks with processor utilizations: 0:1; 0:6; 0:7; 0:5; 0:2; 0:4; 0:1; 0:4; 0:2; 0:6; 0:3
(further assume that the deadline of each task is the same as its period). If you partition the tasks onto a
multiprocessor system and then run the respective scheduling policy, what is the least number of processors
you need to avoid deadline violation?

( ) 9-11 with EDF

( ) 7-8 with EDF

(X) 5-6 with EDF

( ) 1-4 with EDF

( ) 9-11 with RMS

( ) 7-8 with RMS

(X) 5-6 with RMS

( ) 1-4 with RMS

Problem 8 (A right choice to this problem gives 6 points. A wrong choice gives -3 points)

Assume a CAN bus running at 0.5 Mbits per second, connecting 5 stations (nodes) A, B, C, D and E.

1. On node A, there are two tasks. One is sending a message with identity 3 at most every 1ms. The
other is sending a message with identity 7 at most every 7ms.

2. On node B, there is a single task sending a message with identity 8 at most every 10ms.

3. On node C, there is a single task sending a message with identity 5 at most every 12ms.

4. On node D, there is a single task sending a message with identity 2 at most every 2ms.

5. On node E, there are two tasks. One is sending a message with identity 12 every 2ms. The other
is sending a message with identity 18 every 20ms.

The transmitted messages are of fixed size (100 bits each). Assume that the CAN controllers have suffi-
cient buffer capacity, no transmission errors, and no jitters. What is the worst case transmission delay
(i.e. time from queuing to completed message transmission) for the messages with identity 8?

( ) 0.6ms

( ) 0.8ms

( ) 1.2ms

( ) 2.2ms

( ) 3.2ms

( ) 3.6ms

(X) 4ms

( ) 4.8ms
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( ) 5ms

Problem 9 What are the differences between DMS and EDF?

(X) EDF is not stable

(X) DMS is stable

( ) both DMS and EDF uses dynamic priorities

(X) both DMS and EDF are optimal

( ) EDF is optimal, DMS is not

Problem 10 What are the differences between BIP (Basic Priority Inheritance Protocol) and HLP (Im-
mediate Priority Inheritance Protocol)?

( ) BIP can avoid deadlocks

(X) HLP can avoid deadlocks

( ) BIP lets a task run at a higher priority whenever it locks a semaphore

(X) HLP lets a task run at a higher priority whenever it locks a semaphore

( ) HLP is easier to implement than BIP

Problem 11 The maximal resource utilization of RMS is bounded by:

(X) 100%

( ) n � (21=n � 1) where n is the number of tasks

( ) 69:3%

Problem 12 Assume that task A and task B are two periodic tasks and task B is released by task A
during its execution. To reduce the release jitter of task B, you may design task A such that

( ) task B is released as soon as possible during its execution

( ) task B is released as late as possible during its execution

(X) task B is released at the end of task A’s period

Problem 13 One should avoid the release jitter of a task because

(X) it interferes the response times of tasks with lower priorities

( ) it interferes the response times of task with higher priorities

(X) it may propagate to the other parts of a distributed RT system

Problem 14 The characteristics of RTOS are:

( ) typical footprints: 1MB to 10MB

(X) deterministic and fast responsiveness

(X) possible to change scheduling policies

Problem 15 To guarantee that periodic tasks written in Ada are always computed before the end of their
periods, you
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( ) don’t have to do anything because Ada compiler provides a run-time system

( ) don’t have to do anything because Ada compiler and RTOS will do this for you

(X) have to design a scheduling algorithm and check the schedulability of the tasks

Problem 16 To improve the average response times for soft RT tasks, you may use

( ) EDF

( ) Round Robin

( ) Shortest Job First

(X) LST (Least Slack Time First)

(X) Periodic Servers for systems with heavy workloads

Problem 17 (A right choice gives 2 points. A wrong choice gives -1 points)

The two standard operations P and V on semaphores are implemented according to the following pseudo-
code:

P(S) V(S)

(1) Disable-interrupt;
(2) if S.counter > 0
(3) then S.counter - - 1;
(4) else f
(5) insert(current-task, S.queue);
(6) schedule()g;
(7) Enable-interrupt

(8) Disable-interrupt;
(9) If non-empty(S.queue)
(10) then f
(11) next-to-run := get-first(S.queue);
(12) insert(next-to-run, Ready-queue);
(13) schedule()g
(14) else S.counter ++ 1;
(15) Enable-interrupt

To implement HLP (Immediate Priority Inheritance Protocol), the following changes may be made in the
above code:

( ) line (3) should be extended by ”raise the priority of the current task to the ceiling of S”

(X) line (3) should be extended by ”save the priority of the current task and raise it to the ceiling of S”

( ) line (3) should be extended by ”save the priority of S’s owner and raise it to the priority of the current
task”

( ) line (15) should be extended by ”restore the priority of the current task to its original priority”

(X) line (15) should be extended by ”restore the priority of the current task to the previously saved
priority”

Problem 18 (A right choice gives 4 points. A wrong choice gives -2 points)

Assume a non-periodic request with computing time C, which may arrive sporadically but the next instance
will not arrive before the current instance is computed. We design a polling server with period T and
capacity CS (assume CS > C) to handle the non-periodic requests. Assume R is the response time
estimated using RMS analysis when the server is considered as a periodic task. Then the worst case
repsonse time for the non-periodic requests is approximately:

(X) T + R

( ) CS + R

( ) T+ CS + R

( ) T+ C + R

( ) C + R
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Figure 1.   An Example of Timed Automaton  where  x 
and y are clocks and Start is the initial node.

Start

x>5 x:=0  x>16  y:=0  

x >30

Problem 19 (A right choice gives 2 points. A wrong choice gives -1 points)

Study the automaton in Figure 1. Identify the correct statements in the follwoing:

( ) C is not reachable

(X) C is reachable and at C, it is impossible that x < 3

( ) C is reachable and at C, x can take any value larger than 0

( ) D is reachable

( ) D is reachable and at D, x < 21 and y > 5

(X) D is not reachable

Problem 20 Why do you need Modelling and Verification?

(X) Verification may be used to improve the quality of software

( ) Verification may be used to design bug-free systems

(X) Verification may be used to find early design errors
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